Cutting edge solutions
Local expertise,
international connections

Services

Sectors

–– Administrative law and public law

–– Aerospace, defence and security

–– Arbitration and litigation

–– Consulting

–– Banking and finance

–– Diversified industrials

–– Capital markets

–– Energy

–– Commercial and contract law

–– Financial institutions

–– Competition and antitrust law

–– Food and beverage

–– Corporate law

–– Health and life sciences

–– Data protection law

–– Information technology, media, telecoms

–– E-commerce

–– Insurance

–– Employment and labor law

–– International trade

–– Food law

–– Retail

–– Global mobility and immigration

–– Transport

–– Insolvency law and restructurings
–– Insurance law
–– Intellectual property, media and IT law
–– Internal investigations
–– Liability law
–– Mediation / ADR
–– Mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
–– Pension and social security law
–– Pharmaceutical and healthcare law
–– Private clients
–– Private equity
–– Public procurement
–– Real estate and construction Law
–– Regulatory and compliance
–– Tax law and tax litigation
–– Transport law
–– White collar crimes

What do you expect from your lawyers?

Solutions

Reliability

Eversheds Sutherland provides solutions which enable you to
save time and money. Your attorney at Eversheds Sutherland
ensures specialized guidance through the complexities of
national and international law and delivers innovative and
pragmatic solutions that add value.

Eversheds Sutherland offers efficient services at reliable costs and
in a timely manner through customized project management,
consistent budget monitoring and innovative billing models. Our
integrated organization will ensure that you have the right person
with the required expertise at your service.

Expertise

Innovation

The combination of our long-term approach and our
interdisciplinary understanding allows us to competently represent
your interests by recognizing opportunities and identifying risks. Our
multilingual attorneys are legal experts equipped with commercial
awareness and international experience. Our well established and
flexible teams will support you professionally and enthusiastically in
achieving your targets.

Eversheds Sutherland promotes a culture of creativity and
innovation. We generate value for our clients through new
products, such as interactive budget monitoring, e-learning and
project management tools.

International reach
Eversheds Sutherland is a global brand with over 66 offices across
Europe, Asia, Africa, the Middle East and the United States. Our
legal knowledge and cultural understanding combined with our
international profile makes us your ideal partner, wherever your
location and whatever your business. Your individual needs are
the focus of our advice – worldwide.

Recommended by the legal directories
Chambers & Partners and Legal 500.

For further information visit
eversheds-sutherland.ch

Eversheds Sutherland in Switzerland
Eversheds Sutherland Ltd.
Schwanengasse 1
3001 Berne
T: +41 31 328 75 75
F: +41 31 328 75 76
info@eversheds-sutherland.ch

Eversheds Sutherland Ltd.
20, rue du Marché
1204 Geneva
T: +41 22 818 45 00
F: +41 22 818 45 01
info@eversheds-sutherland.ch

Eversheds Sutherland Ltd.
Stadelhoferstrasse 22
8001 Zurich
T: +41 44 204 90 90
F: +41 44 204 90 91
info@eversheds-sutherland.ch

Eversheds Sutherland worldwide
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